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Abstract.
In this paper we shall analyse the forecastíng of time series by performing a
non-linear transformation to the data before fitting an ARIMA-model. Starting
with the problems encountered by the use of the Box-Cox transformation, we
then introduce the socalled Johnson type of transformation, and their eventual
use in forecasting.
For several economic time series a comparison of forecast performance is made
for ARIMA-models with and without Johnson transformations.
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l. INTRODUCTION

First we will shortly review the problem of forecasting the future value
zt~, given the observations zt, zt-1, ..., where the data are generated from
the following ARIMA-scheme

k q
E ,rk

Od Os zt-k - E Kg ut-g, t- tU~-1, ....
k- 0 g- 0

where {ut} is a stochastic process of independently Gaussian distributed
stochastic variables, with mean zero and finite variance o2 ; the polynomialsu

R k Qn(z) :- E~rk z and K(z) :- E Kg zg have no zeros inside or on the unit
k-0 g-0

circle and have no zeros in common; further n 0- K ~- 1 and yt :- pd 0 D
zt is

wide stationary.
Several properties of the forecasts of zt~(R, ~ 0) using model (1.1) wi11 be
summarized in the next section. Next we will study the forecasting of trans-
formed series, in cases where Q2 is not constant or where the observations areu
not Gaussian distributed.
With respect to that we will first analyse the problems with the Box-Cox
transformations and then suggest alternative transformations. In section 4 we
wí11 propose a new forecasting procedure for the case of non-Gaussian distri-
buted data, and test it in section 5 on some empirical data sets.

2. SOMF, KNOWN PROPERTIES ABOUT THE FORECASTS IN AN ARIMA-SCHEME

Suppose zt satisfíes an ARIMA-scheme like in (1.1), then it can be shown (e.g.
Mohr (1976)) that zt can also be represented as

z t

k,
- E E diJ)(t-t~)i-1(llBj)t-to f

j-1 i-1



Z

ata' kj t-t t-t~ 1
E s diJ)(t-t~)i-1(1~Bj) o} ~ ~j ut-j

j-af1 i-1 j-~

The representation in (2.1) is called the shortened MA-form.

afa'
The m f m' - E kj coefficients diJ) with j- 1, 2, ...; a f a';

j-1

i- 1, 2, ..., kj, are determined by m f m' foregoing starting values, where

a afa'
m- E k, is the number of zeros, which are greater than 1 and m' - E k,

j-1 J j-af 1 J

are the number of zeros which are on the unit circle.

The different zeros of the generating function~r(z)(1-z)d(1-zs)D are denoted

by B.(j - 1, ..., afa'). The coefficients ~ can be determined from

~U (B)Jn (B) ~d oD j K(B). j

The two first terms in (2.1) are the solution of the homogeneous difference

equation

n(B)odvDyt-O ,

where U t - E(zt).

(2.2)

In the above we have assumed that the starting poínt of the {zt} process is at

t~. When t~ }-~ and R:- t- t~, then k-~ ~.

In this case the first term in (2.1) is approximately zero, as by the L'Hospi-

tal's rule

lim Rk~(B,)Q - lim k!~(B.)R(Rn~B,~)k - 0, as (B,I ~ 1.
R~~ J R~ J J J

When both processes start at t0 - 0 and we have a set of starting conditions
{
z(dfDs)fl' "'' zD} for the { zt} process, then the ARIMA-process can be

represented as (see e.g. Heuts (1981))

t-1
zt - ut ~- E V~j ut-j ' t- 1, 2, .... (2.3)

j-0
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where ut is in general the sum of a polynomial in t and a finite linear combi-
nation of powers of t and sinusoids, depending on the starting values of
the { zt} process.
The coefficients ~, can be determined as the j- th Taylor coefficient ofJ
K(z)~n(z)(1-z)d(1-zs)D in a neighbourhood of z- 0.
We can always tliink of processes with reference to some infinitely remote

~
origin. However, in this case E iy, u is not summable in quadratic mean~ t-jj-0

any more. To solve this problem we can assume that the {zt} process has star-
ting conditions { z-(dfDs)fl' "'' zo} and the { ut} process has an infinite
remote origin, and then the ARIMA-process can be written as (see e.g. Heuts
(1981) ) :

zt - ut f E
~Ut,j ut-j' t- 1, 2, 3, ...

j- 0
(2.4)

where ut is as before, and the coefficients ~t~j canbe determined as follows:
(a) when j~ t-1, ~, is the j-th Taylor coefficient oft,j

d s Dr.(z)~n(z)(1-z) (1-z ) in a neighbourhood of z- 0;
(b) when j ~ t, ~ t,j

t-1

is the j-th Taylor coefficient of

{ s Sk zk} K(z)~n (z), Iz I S 1, and where ~k can be found by taking the
k-0

coefficient by zk in the power series development of 1~(1-z)d(1-zs)D in a
neighbourhood of z - 0.1)

It should be noted that the above infínite MA-representations are useful to
derive certain asymptotic properties ( see e.g. Heuts (1981)).
Assume that we have a time series with observation zs with t~ ~ s t t. We
further assume that zs is a realisation of the process at point of time s, and
is generated from the ARIMA-scheme (1.1).
With the i nformation up to time of point t we can make a forecast z

t-~, , t

It is well known that the linear minimal mean square error forecast is
Zt~.,t - E(Zt~-Q~Zt' Zt-1' ...).
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Under the conditions that we have an infinitely remote origin and starting
conditions { z ,..., z~ , the MA-representation of the above forecast-( dfDs)f 1
is

z t~ ' t- p t~ } k-R, ~ t~, , k u t~t -k

and the forecast error is

k-1

e t~-R. - j~ U~ t~-Q , j ut-F~, -j

This can be seen as follows. Using (2.4) we get

z tfR. - p t~, }:~~~ t~-Q. , j u t-fR, -j

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

and applyin~ the conditíonal expectation operator to (2.7), using the indepen-
dence assumption of the uts and their zero expectation one gets .

z t-M, ' t - u t~. } k-Q ~ t-M, , k ut~ll, -k

Usin~, et~ .- zt-~R, - zti-Q, t'
this leads us to (2.6).

~

Remark 1
The result in (2.6) can be simplified as follows:

R-1

e t-~1. - ~ ~ j u t~-Q - jj-0

where the ~y, are determined under (a) beneath formula (2.4).
J

The variance of the forecast error e is now:tfR,

2 R-1 2
var(et~ ) - ou E ~

j-0 ~

(2.8)

( 2.9)

(2.10)
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Remark 2
Q-1 Q-~k-1

As et~ - E ~,j ut~-j and et~Q-~k
- E `~j ut~R,-~k-j'

we obtain
j-0 j-0

cov(et~' et~k.-1-k)
-

E(et~, et~R,i-k)
- ou E V~ j`~ jfk

j-0

cov(et~fl,' et~.fk)
P (et-F~,' ettR,fk) - { var(et~ ) var(et~lt,fk)}

~
-

R-1 R,-1 2 Q-~k-1 2 ~E ~j~~k~{(E ~j)( E ~j)} .
j-0 j-0 j-0

( 2.11)

So we see that for fixed t the possibility exists that nearly all neighbouring

forecast errors will have the same sign.

It is also possible to construct a simple algorithm for calculating zt~lt, t'.
Considering the model (1.1) and taking conditional expectations on both sides

(see e.g. Box and Jenkins (1970))

n(B) od os E(ztfR, Izt' zt-1' ...) - K(B) E(ut~iR, I zt' zt-1' ...) (2.12)

where

E(Zt~R.4 Zt' Zt-1'

E(ut~~ zt' zt-1'
...) -

zt~ if k ~ 0

zt~ ~t if SC ~ 0

J e t-4~', ' i f Q t 0

~, 0 , if k ~ 0

R-1

(2.13)

(2.17)
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The forecasts zt~ t for all k can be obtained using iteratívely the equations,
(2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) and the socalled backforecasting procedure (see e.g.
Box and Jenkins (1970)) for the starting values.

3. THE BOX-COX TRANSFORMATION AND THE FORECASTING OF NON-LINEAR TRANSFORMED
VARIABLES

The logarithmic transformation is frequently used by econometricians, either
because the change in logarithm of variables approximates percentage changes,
or rates of return, or because it is observed that the variability of a series
appears to be related to the level, so that using logarithms may produce
relationships with more homogeneous residuals. A broader class of power trans-
formations is introduced by Box and Cox (1964), where:

z(~ ) - (zt~-c)~-1

t ~ , a ~ 0

R n( z t~-c ) ,,~ - 0

and zt~) satisfies the ARIMA-scheme:

n(B) ~d OD zt~ )- K(B) ut

(3.1)

(3.2)

For the application of this non-linear transformations two reasons are given
in the literature:
a) stabilizing the variance;
b) to get a variable which is more symmetric or normal distributed.
Box and Jenkins (1973) and Jenkins (1979) have shown that when the following
relation2) exists:

b
r - a U , (3.3)

where a and b are constants, r is a measure of variation, u is a mean value,
then the Rox-Cox transformation achieves that the variance of z(~) is approxi-t
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mately constant, this means independent of u, when 1- 1-b.
It can further be shown that when a-. 0 in (3.1) we get the logarithmic trans-
formation. Jenkins (1979) has shown that a variation-mean plot can be helpful
in deciding which value a will take on.

(2) (1) b~ 0 , a ~ 0

(2) b - 1 , a - 0

(3) 0 ~ b ~ l, 0 ~ a

(3) (4) b - 0 , a - 1

(4) (5) b ~ 0 , a~ 1

(5)

Figure 1. Variation-mean plot.
u

For the maximum likelihood estimation of ~ we refer to Box-Cox (1964), or to

Ansley, Spivey and Wrobleski (1977).

Our objective in this section is to investigate whether or not z~ could be
better forecasted from the information set {zn-j, j~ 0} by the use of the
t3ox-Cox transformations.
However an inverse transformation is required to produce forecasts for the
original variable. If a model is produced for zt~) with a~ 1, then this will
only produce a forecast zt~ t of zt~ rather than of the actual series~
zt~ as required. A naive procedure is to note that

z t- (a zt~ )-~ 1)1,~ -c , a~ 0

zt - exp(zt~))-c , a - 0

and then to use as a forecast of zt~ made at time t,

z

(1)

(a zt~ ~t fl) 1,~-c , a ~ 0

exp(z
t~ ~ -c , a ~ 0

,

(3.4)

(3.5)
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However, it is easy to show that these forecasts are frequently biased or

suboptimal, producing forecast errors with non-zero means (see Granger and

Newbold (1976)).
Therefore Granger and Newbold suggest the following procedure.

Suppose that zt~ is not the quantity for which a forecast is required, but

(~ )
rather zt~ - F(zt~~ ) needs to be forecasted, where u and o are the expecta-

tion and standard deviation of the process {zt~)}. The optimal quadratic loss
forecast of z is given by z (2) - E(z ! z , z ,...).

t.i~l, ti~, , t t-FR t t-1
When z is a function of a standardized Gaussian variable, then they show

t~k,
that this optimal, generally non-linear forecast is given by:

zt~ ~t(2) - E a j AJ Hj(P),
j-1

(3.6)

where A- (1-var(et~ )~02)~ ; var(et~ ) is the variance of (zt~ - zt~ ~t) ;

P- (zt~ t- u)~{02 - var(et~ )} ~; the j-th Hermite polynomial Hj(z) is a
.

[j~2]
polynomial i n z of order j: H j(z) - j! E (-1)R{ 2R R!( j-2Q. )!} -1 zJ-~ ,

R -0

where [N] i s the largest integer less than or equal to N. Thus one has:
H~(z) - 1,

H1(z) - z, H2(z) - z2-1, H3(z) ~ z3-3z, and so on.

~

Further a j- EG{ (d~dz)J F(z6 )} ~j!, whereEG{~(z)} -(2ir )-~ J ~(z) exp(-z2~2)dz.

The approximation is based on the following lemma:

If F(z) is any functíon such that EG{ F(z)} ~~, then there always exists an

asymptotíc expansion of the form F(z) - lim SN(z) as N-~ m, where SN(z) -

N
E a. H,(z) and such that lim E[{ F(z) - S(z)} 2] - 0 as N-. ~.

j-~ J J 0 N

The main problems with the above approach are the heavy reliance placed on the
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normality assumption of zt~), and the complexity of the calculations.

We shall now present a procedure to deterrnine the optimal quadratic loss
forecasts, which is easier to our opinion than Granger and Newbold's approach.

As for wide stationary processes the minimum mean square error predictor is
equal to the conditional expectation3) (see e.g. Priestley (1981), Volume 1
and 2), we have

zt~ ~t(2) - gt(R ~ zt' zt-1'
...) - E(ztfR,l zt' zt-1'

...) (3.7)

As the forecast z (2) is not directly known, it must be determined from
„ (~ ) t~!!. , t
zt~ ~ t .

In developing zt~ - F(zt~) in a Taylor series evaluated at the point zt~k,)t
and taking conditional expectatíons, we get

E (z ) - z (2) - F(z (~) ) f E {E (z(~) - z (~) )j~j~~
t t-1-Q, ti~. , t t~ft, , t t t~R, t-FR, , t

j-1

F(j)(z
(~) ) ~t~,,t ~

(3.8)

where E ( ) - E( ~z , z - , ...) and F(~)(z (~) ) - [d~ F(x)~dx~] (a)
t t t 1 ti~. , t x- z t~R, t~i

Given that

zt~ - zt~ )t - et~ ~ N(0, var(et~ ))

and

et~ is independent of ut-j, j~ 0

we have (see e.g. Kendall and Stuart (1963), Vol. 1, page 60)

Et(etffC )J - E(et~, ), -

(3.9)

~
I 0, if j is odd

~ j!(var(et~)~2)~,2~(j~2)!, i f j is even.
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Using this resutt in (3.8) we obtain

z (2) - F(z (~) ) -~ E { (Var(e )~2)~~j!} F(2~)(z (~) ) (3.10)
t~. , t ti~, , t tfQ t~-R, , tj-1

Consider the special case were the function F 1 ís logarithmic zt~) - R,n zt.

An optimal forecast zt~ t of zt~ can be determined with help of the follo-
.

wing relations

F(k)(zt~ )t) - exp{ zt~ )t} , k- 0, 1, 2, ...

exp{ var(et~ ) ~2} - E (var(et~ ) ~2) ~~ j!
j- 0

Replacing these results in (3.10) we obtain

zt~ ~t(2) - exp{ zt~)t f var(et~ )~2} .

(3.11)

(3.12)

The main reason for using the Box-Cox transformation, according to Box and

Jenkins (1973), is to produce improved forecasts. However, Nelson and Granger

(1979) conclude the following after analysing 21 series: "The results suggests
that in practice there is very little to be gained by using transformed data
(Box-Cox transformations) rather than untransformed, ...". They also performed

simulation experiments and came to the following conclusion: "It seems that
when the necessary underlying assumptions are true, the Bo~Cox transfonnation
works well and does produce superior forecasts when a transformation is really
justified". The same is found by Mohr (1980) for German data. In practice the
main problem is the extreme non-normality of actual economic time series (see
e.g. Mandelbrot (1963), Fama (1965), Heuts (1978), Nelson and Granger (1979))
and the use of the Box-Cox transformation does not dramatically reduce this
problem, and so the validíty of the maximum likelihood estimates of the ARIMA-
model parameters may be questioned.
So the question also arises if other transformations exists which may trans-
form extremely non-normal distributed data into nearly Gaussian data, which
may tlien lead to improved forecasting.
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We belíeve that a normatizing data transformation like described in the next
section may:
1) justify tiie use of the maximum likelihood procedure in cases where it is

otherwise doubtful because of strongly non-normality;
2) justify the use of the least squares estimation procedure where otherwise

because oE the thick-tailness of the data-distribution the extreme values
overdetermine the pattern of the regression line. It is e.g. known that the
OLS estimator in regression problems is quite sensitive to outliers and
long-tailed distributions and with non-normal errors has poor efficiency
relative to many robust estimators recently investigated (see e.g. Huber
(1973), Hill and Holland (1977)). The same will probably hold in time
series models;

3) give better forecast results ín cases of non-normal distributed data, as
the first part of assumption (3.9) is better satisfied.

In practice we expect many outliers and this will imply that many densities
will be leptokurtic, or more specifically longer tailed than normal. We have
the opinion that in such cases it is better to use a p-norm estimator with
p~ 2, than to use the least squares or ML estimator (see e.g. Ronner (1977)).
However, as this ís computationally difficult in time series models, we there-
fore suggest a normalizing procedure as described in the next section.

4. JOHNSON'S TRANSFORMATIONS TO NON-NORMAL DISTRIBUTED DATA AND ITS EVENTUAL
USE FOR I:~iPROVED FORECASTING WITH ARIMA-MODELS

Johrison (1949) proposed a system of distribution functions which is based on
the transEormation to a standard normal variate. Let y be the variable to be
fitted by a Johnson distribution, of whích the meaning will be clarified
below. Then the general form of the transformation is

x-Y fd T(Y~ ~~ a), d~ 0, ~~Y ~~, a ~ 0, -"o ~~ ~~ (4.1)

where r ís an arbitrary function, Y, d,~, and ~ are four parameters, and x is
a standard normal variate. The following three alternative forms for T were
proposed by Johnson:
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T 1(y; ~ . a ) - ln(y~ )

T 2(Y~ ~ ~ a ) - ln(~~ y) , ~ ~ Y ~ ~ f ~ ~

(4.2)

T3(Y~ ~~ ~) - ln{y~ f ~(y~ )2 ~- 1]~} -

aresinh {~ , -~ ~ y ~ ~ .

J

The distribution functions of y under the three alternatives (Johnson distri-
butions) are determined by Johnson, and they are called respectively SL, SB,

and SU curves.
Next we define a measure of skewness of a distribution relative to its degree

of spread: ~S
1- u 33~2,

where
uk - E[yt~.` ljk'

and U i denotes the expected
(u 2)

value E(y). The kurtosis, which i s a measure of peakedness i s defined as:

u
~2 - 2. The characteristics of the three distribution functions can now be

V2

represented in the (s 1, 3 2) plane.

0

1

2

Q2

Im possible Area

~or~~ Johnson Sy
so~ distributions~

a,.sf~~

l 60Johnson S~ ~~
distnbuUon ~ j

3

4

5

6

7

8
1 4

Figure 2. Chart for determining appropriate Johnson distribution approximation

(From N.L. Johnson (1949)).
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Those distributions whose values of ~31 and (32 fall close to the SL curve in
the chart may be represented by a log-normal distribution, those with values
above the curve by a Johnson SB family, and those with values below the curve
by a Johnson SU family. Note that the Johnson SB and SU families both have two
shape parameters Y and d, one location parameter ~ and one scale parameter ,~.
To decide which of the three Johnson families should be used for a given set
of data, the usual procedure is to obtain estimates bl and b2 and use these
for S1 and S2 in the above figure. The SL distribution can be fitted in a
suitable way with the method of percentiles or the method of moments. To
determine the parameters of an SB or SU distribution, given the moment ratios
JS 1 and ~ 2, extensive tables in Pearson and Hartley (1972) . can be used. The
Johnson system of distribution functions is able to describe a wide variety of
empirical distribution functions. It is convenient that these curves may be
transformed to a standard normal curve by a simple transformation.
It is desired to fit a curve of the SU family by making the first four moments
of the fitted curve agree with those of the distribution to be fitted, the
first and most difficult step is to determine Y and 8. One can program an
iterative procedure described by Johnson (1965) to determine the parameters
Y, d, a and ~ by the method of moments. This has to be done in cases where the
tables of Johnson are not adequate.
For eleven economic series which we investigated elsewhere (Heuts (1978)) we
found that the Johnson SU distribution might be appropriate concerning its
estimated ~sl and S2-values. (high estimated S2-values!)
Given the above information we suggest the following time series approach to
non-normal distributed data:
1) Transform the original process variable zt to a wide stationary series yt,

Yt - Od oD zt.
2) Test if the yt series is non-normal distributed ( use e.g. the test statis-

tic of Lomnicki (1961)).
3) Assume it is so, then calculate sample estimates for dR 1 and S 2 of the yt

series and try to approximate this series by a Johnson curve and fit it.
4) Now xt - Y -F- d T(yt; ~, a) is approximately normal distributed. Calculate

the autocorrelation and partial correlation function of xt series and

identify an ARMA-model for this series.
5) Estimate the parameters ín the ARMA-model.
6) Generate forecasts for the original process variable zt using the result in

(3.10).
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Example
When a Johnson SU distribution is adequate (which is mostly a good approxima-

tion in pratice to our opinion), we have the following transformation

xt - Y -~- S aresinh{ (yt - ~ )~a} . (4.3)

We then fit an ARM~-model to the xt series and obtain a minimum mean square
error forecast, denoted by xt~ t, and the variance of the forecast error

.
et~, will be denoted by var(et~). Equation (4.3) can also be written as

(xt~ ) ~d - aresinh{ (yt - ~ ) ~a} .

and then a forecast for (xt~--Y )~d is (xt~ t--y )~S .
.

The inverse function in (4.3) is

yt -~ f a sinh{ Cxt - Y)~S} . (4.4)

So the minimum mean square error forecast for yt~ is equal to (using result
(3.10)

~
yt~ ~t - ~ t a sinh{ (xt~ ~tJl' )~d} ~- a jE 1{ (var(et~ )I2)~~ j!} ~

sinh(23) A{ (xt~ ~t-'Y )~d} ~

where the derivatives of the sinus hyperbolicus are as follows

sinh(2~)(x) - sinh(x) , j- 1, 2, ...

(4.5)

So (4.5) reduces to
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yt-~, t - ~ ~- ~ sinh{ (xt~ ,t--Y )~d} f a E { (var(et~ )I2)~~j!}
' j-1

sinh{ (xt~ try )~d} ,
.

where sinh(x) - (ex-e-x)~2.

5. EMPIRICAL TESTS ON THE PROPOSED PROCEDURE

The data which where used for testing are U.S. monthly observations:
xl~t: Aaa corporate bond rates (averages of daily figures).

(4.6)

The data were obtained on a monthly base from the Research Department of
the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

x~ t: Four to síx month prime commercial paper rates (averages of daily offe-~
ring rates of dealers). The data were obtained from the Federal Reserve
Bulletin.

x3 t: percentage changes in the Industrial Production Index, seasonally adjus-~
ted, measuring the physical output of industrial production.
The data were obtained from the Federal Reserve Bulletin.

x4 t: tiie ratio of the total manufacturing and trade inventory and the total
.

manufacturing and trade sales, the socalled "business inventory-sales
ratio", which is an indicator for business activity.

x5 t: percentage changes of manufacturers' new orders (seasonally adjusted~
data). The data which are published by the U.S. Department of Commerce
hold for all manufacturing i ndustries ( durable and non-durable goods
industries).

Table I shows the estimates for ~S1 and S2 and the parameter estimates of the
Johnson SU distribution.
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TABLE I

F,STIMATES FOR ~S 1 AND S 2 AND PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR THE JOHNSON SU DISTRIBU-

TION

Statio- number ~ b b2 type of Y d a ~
nary of ob- 1 Johnson
series serva- distri-

tions bution
used

V xl~t 287 0.0754 9.232
Vx2 t 287 -0.7098 16.240~
x3~t 311 0.3470 7.131

V x4 t 311 0.1321 6.620~
x5 t 323 1.7670 28.146~

SU 0.1485 1.16481 0.000768 0.000319
SU -0.0251 1.33818 0.001818 0.000120
SU -0.1646 1.49400 0.011000 0.001580
SU -0.0665 1.53200 0.027730 -0.001169
SU -0.2872 1.07880 0.026570 -0.004820

The starting periods for the series i n table I are:
xl: Jan. 1947, x2: Jan. 1947, x3: Febr. 1947, x4: Jan. 1948, x5: Febr. 1947.

3~ 2The skewness and kurtosis are estimated as follows: d bl - m3~(m2) ,

N
b2 - m4~(m2)2, where mr - E(zi-z)r~N. To determine the parameters in the

i-1

S~J distribution we have programmed an iteratíve procedure described by Johnson
(1965). It should be noted that the kurtosis values are considerable high in
comparison with that of a normal distribution, indicating the occurence of
many extreme values.
Table II shows the skewness and kurtosis estimates after the Johnson SU trans-
formation with regard to the stationary series in Table I.
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TABLE II

SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS ESTIMATES AFTER JOHNSON SU TRANSFORMED STATIONARY SERIES

Johnson transformed dbl b2
stationary series

V xl~t 0.466 4.334
V x -0.012 4.098

2,t
x3 t -0.107 2.869

~
V x4 t 0.121 3.011~
x5~t -0.144 3.413

From table I and II it can be seen that the kurtosis values have been consi-
derably reduced after Johnson SU transformation.
We now consider testing for normality, and use the test proposed by Lomnicki
(1961).
Lomnicki has proposed tests for departure from normality in the case of linear
stochastic processes. He derives the asymptotic distributions of the sampling
skewness and the excess of kurtosis. The knowledge of these dístributions
allows us, ín the case of "large" samples, to test the departure from normali-
ty, a problem which cannot be treated with the aid of classical tests based on
the assumption that the sample values are independent.
T,et Jbl - m3~(m2)3~2, b2 - m4~(m2)2-3, where the mr are defined before.
Lomnicki has shown that, for large N, if zt are Gaussian and stationary, ~ bl
and h~ are asymptotically normal with ~ ~
E(Jbl) - 0, E(b2) - 0, var(Jbl) - 6 E pZ(s), var (b2) - 24 E pi(s).

s- ~ s--~

Since, ín practice, p(s) are unknown the variances of ~ bl and b2 are estimated
by replacing pz(s) by pz(s) and by replacing the infinite sum by a finite sum.
Lomnicki has shown that the statistics,

~
ul -(~bl)~{ var(,~bl)} 2, u2 - b2~{ var(b2)} ~ are asymptotically distributed as

standard normal variables.

In tahle III the results of Lomnicki's test are given for the untransformed
and the .Johnson SU transformed stationary series.
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TABLE III

LOMNICKI'S TEST RESULTS FOR THE TRANSFORMED AND UNTRANSFORMED STATIONARY

SERIES

untransformed stationary ul u2 SU transformed ul u2
series stationary

series

0.0306 1.2708 V xl t 0.1865 0.2705
-0.2698 2.5817 V x2~t -0.0046 0.2167
0.1412 0.8353 x3 7 -0.0427 -0.0263.
0.0543 0.7379 V x4 t 0.0500 0.0022
0.7281 5.1199 x5~t -0.0592 0.0840,

Lomnicki's test indicates that the V x2 t and x5~t series are non-norrnally
~

distributed.
However, as at the moment little is known about the power function of Lom-
nicki's test for finite samples (we are now investigating it using Monte Carlo

metliods), we propose to do model specification, estimation and forecasting for

all the transformed and untransformed series. In table IV the estimation

results for the original statíonary time series are summarized.
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TABLE IV

FSTIMAT[ON RESULTS FOR THE ORIGINAL STATIONARY TIME SE:RIES

stationary model estimation variance estimated Box-Pierce
series of stationary residual statistic

series variance

vxl t Dx2 t- 0.00019 f(1f0.179B)ut 9.541~10-7 9.264~1Ó 7 13.5(d.f.24)

~ ~ (6.7~10-5) (0.058)

vx2~t (1-0.496B-0.157B3) (1-0.16B12)~ 3.4 ~ lÓ 6 2.4 ~ lÓ 6 28.5(d.f.22)
(0.053) (0.054) (0.062)

(model 1) v
x3 t- ut

Vx2 t D x3~t - ( 1f0.489Bt0.212B2f0.211B3)ut 3.4 ~ 10-6 2.48 ~ lÓ 6 42.8(d.f.23)~ ~
(model 2) (0.058) (0.064) (0.058)

x3~t (1-0.280B)(1f0.144B12) ~ 0.1885~1Ó 3 0.1673~1Ó 3 29.1(d.f.24)
(0.055) (0.056)

(x4 t - 0.0358) - ut~

vx (1-0.161B5)(1f0.211B12) v x - u 0.518 ~ lÓ 3 0.484 ~ lÓ 3 40.8(d.f.20)4,t (0.055) (0.055) 7,t t

x5,t (1f0.229B)(x9~t-0.006228) -
(0.054)

- (1f0 .140B6 )ut
(0.055)

0.185 ~ lÓ2 0.173 ~ lÓ2 51.5(d.f.34)

In table V the estimation results are summarízed for the Johnson SU transformed time
series.
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TABLE V

SU transformed model estimation variance of estímated Box-Pierce
stationary SUtransf. residual statistic
series stat. series variance

SU SU 0.8589 0.7406 14.1(d.f.25;(Vxl,t) (Vxl,t) ~-0.0442 - (1f0.407B)ut
(0.055)

ES'CLMATLON RESULTS FOR THE JOHNSON SU-TRANSFORMED TIME SERIES (SEE TABLE I FOR

TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS)

(Vx2~t)SU (Vx2~t)SU-0.01368 - (1f0.4568B-F-
(0.058)

-F 0.211B2 f 0.227B3)ut
(0.063) (0.058)

SU (1-0.328B)(1t0.233B12f0.153B24)~
(0.054) (0.056) (0.055)

S
{ (x3~t) U-0.03801} - ut

0.8996 0.6678 37.4(d.f.23

1.6295 1.3342 32.9(d.f.23

(Vx4 t)SU (1f0.219B12){ (Vx4~t)SUf0.00915} - ut 0.9903 0.9456 55.8(d.f.25
~

(0.055)
S

(x5~t)SU (1-0.203B3){(x9~t) U-0.0233} - ut 0.9166 0.8799 58.5(d.f.25

(model 1) (0.054)

(x5~t)SU (1-0.203B3){x9~t)SU-0.0233} - 0.9166 0.8574 49.0(d.f.21
(0.054)

(model 2) - ( 1-0.125B)(1-0.1499B12)ut
(0.055) (0.054)

S
The notation (Vxi t) U means: y i f 8 i aresinh{ (pxí t- ~ i)~~ i} '~ ~

In table VI the forecasting performance (one period ahead-, three periods
ahead-, six periods ahead forecasts) is given for the base series using the
models in table IV. The forecasting performance criteria which we used were
the estimated mean absolute deviation and the estímated mean square error.
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The number of periods taken into account for forecasting evaluation are indi-
cated in table VI.

TABLE VI

FORECASTING PERFORMANCE FOR THE BASE SERIES USING THE MODELS IN TABLE IV

Seríes one period ahead three periods ahead six periods ahead
(n-24) (n-22) (n-19)

M.A.D. M.S.E. M.A.D. M.S.E. M.A.D. M.S.E.

xl t 0.8416~10-3 0.1274~1Ó 5 0.1869~10-2 0.5221~1Ó 5 0.2399~10-2 0.8358~10-5,

x2 t 0.2252~1Ó 2 0.7575~1Ó 5 0.5981~1Ó 2 0.5997~1Ó 4 0.1156~1Ó 1 0.1866~1Ó 2,
(AR( 3) )

x2 t 0.2248~10-2 0.7497~1Ó 5 0.5736~1Ó 2 0.5064~1Ó4 0.9536~1Ó 2 0.1239~1Ó 2~
(MA(3))

x3 t 0.5552~1Ó 2 0.6827~1Ó 4 0.6281~1Ó 2 0.9699~1Ó 4 0.7096~1Ó 2 0.1174~1Ó3~

x4 t 0.2211~1Ó 1 0.8709~1Ó 3 0.5091~1Ó 1 0.419~1Ó 2 0.9075~1Ó 1 0.1278~1Ó 1~

x5 t 0.2366~1Ó 1 0.9721~1Ó 3 0.2192~1Ó 1 0.8820~1Ó 3 0.2249~1Ó 1 0.9121~1Ó 3.

Table VII shows the forecasting performance for the base series using the
models in table V and the forecasting formulas in section 3.
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TABLE VII

FORECASTING PERFOR~IANCE FOR THE BASE SERIES USING THE MODELS IN TABLE V

Series one period ahead
(n-24)

M.A.D.

three periods ahead six periods ahead
(n-22) (n-19)

M.S.E. M.A.D. M.S.E. M.A.D. M.S.E.

xl t 0.781~1Ó 3 0.125~1Ó5 0.692~1Ó 3 0.844~1Ó6 0.577~1Ó 3 0.504~1Ó 6,

x2 t 0.270~1Ó 2 0.968~10 5 0.287~1Ó 2 0.140~1Ó4 0.248~1Ó 2 0.110~1Ó 4~

x3 t 0.554~1Ó 2 0.594~1Ó4 0.631~1Ó 2 0.105~1Ó 3 0.680~1Ó 2 0.119~1Ó 3,

x 0.217~1Ó 14,t 0.836~1Ó 3 0.227~1Ó 1 0.897~1Ó 3 0.248~1Ó 1 0.102~1Ó 2

x5 t 0.186~1Ó 1 0.673~1Ó 3 0.197~1Ó 1 0.728~1Ó 3 0.218~1Ó 1 0.914~10-3.
(AR( 3) )

x5 t 0.218~1Ó 1 0.818~10-3 0.216~1Ó 1 0.799~1Ó 3 0.237~10-1 0.101~10-2,
( AR( 3) -~
seasonal)

6. CONCLUSIONS

By comparing the forecasting results in tables VI and VII we see that for the
non-normal distributed variables V x2 t and x5 t, the forecasting performance. ,
of the base series is in general somewhat improved by the SU transformation.
However, given the small improvement in comparison with the effort which has
to be done, it seems not worth while to perform the SU transformation in
practice. As we analyzed only a small number of series, we should be a little
bit careful with the above advise. In cases of non-normality a robust estima-
tion procedure might be more appropriate.
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NOTES

1) Notice that the infinite MA-form in (2.4) is summable i n quadratic mean,
whereas the infinite MA-form in formula (5.1.3) in the book of Box and
Jenkins does not.

2) This relationship is already known from variance analysis ( see e.g. Curtiss
(1943), Bartlett (1947)).

3) If the distribution of zt, zt-1, ..., zt-p is normal or the process is
Gaussian, the conditional expectation will be a linear function of

zt-1' zt-2' "'' zt-p or zt-1, zt-2, ..., but in other instances it may not
be a linear function ( see Anderson (1971)).
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